
Gender issues, climate change, and security problems are interconnected in complex and powerful ways.

Unfortunately, some of these connections have not received enough attention from scholars, policy

analysts, and policymakers. Many policy responses are consequently flawed. This has serious, real-world

implications for the promotion of gender equality, the mitigation of climate change, and the advancement of

peace and security.  

The linkage that has received the most attention is the connection between climate change and security

problems, including armed conflict. Scholars have studied environment-security dynamics for decades and,

in recent years, both the climate studies and the security studies communities have explored this linkage:

The exploration has been a two-way street.  Moreover, this recognition of climate-security linkages has

crossed over from the scholarly and analytic worlds to policy communities." 

Unfortunately, gender issues have been neglected by many policy experts and policymakers. This is true for

both the gender-climate and gender-security connections.

This is not to say that gender issues have been overlooked altogether. Since the mid-1990s, feminists,

gender scholars, and women’s rights activists have worked to advance understanding of gender-climate

and gender-security issues, and they have established that these linkages are powerful. They have also
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pushed for policy actions. Their e�orts have led, in particular, to the adoption of the 

 (WPS) in 2000 and nine subsequent WPS resolutions in

the 2000s and 2010s. Since 2013, gender has been integrated in the United Nations Framework Convention

on Climate Change (UNFCCC). In October 2021, the U.S. Government released its the first-ever 

, which emphasized the importance of elevating gender equality in

humanitarian relief and security issues as well as promoting the link between gender equity and climate

change responses. Activists have also pushed the  to

make climate change and disaster risk reduction a priority theme at its 66  session in March 2022.  This

is significant progress.

The problem is that almost all of this e�ort has come from gender champions—gender scholars, analysts,

and activists: It has been a one-way street. Two decades into the 21  century, gender issues are still

routinely ignored by the security and climate communities. (See Table 1.) This has profound policy

implications because security policies and climate actions tend to be high-priority and relatively well-

funded endeavors. This is where the action is, in terms of policy attention and resources.

The security and climate policy communities tend to be comprised of people, mainly men, who are almost

completely lacking in gender expertise or even gender policy awareness. As a result, the gender dimensions

of security and climate issues are usually not understood, prioritized, integrated, or even considered in

security and climate policy packages. It follows, of course, that gendered risks and dangers—a�ecting more

than 7.8 billion people around the world—are not being adequately addressed and opportunities to more

e�ectively respond are being overlooked.

UN Security Council

Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace and Security
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The sad irony is that this gender-obliviousness has tremendous implications for stability and security.

Gender scholars have established—in one of the most important social science findings of the past two

decades—that 

.  Gender scholars have also shown that gender factors will be critical to the

development of e�ective adaptation and mitigation policies as climate change progresses.  Ignoring

gender, therefore, is misguided not just in terms of gender outcomes, but for security and climate outcomes

as well.

The security and climate communities should focus much more intently on the gender dimensions of

security and climate issues. Until now, analysis of these connections has been hampered by three sets of

challenges: (1) simplistic and misguided understandings of gender; (2) siloed policy analysis and policy

development; and (3) shady policy implementation including, in particular, the commitment of insu�icient

resources to gender priorities.

Misguided Understandings of Gender

Most experts in the climate change and security policy communities have failed to integrate gender

perspectives into their e�orts because, for starters, they have a simplistic, misguided understanding of the

core concept—gender. There are five interconnected problems.

First, most climate and security experts make a common, fundamental error: They conflate “gender” and

“women,” and they use the terms interchangeably. With this mindset in place, they define “gender issues” as

“women’s issues” and, since women’s issues are usually not prioritized in male-dominated policy circles,

these issues are downplayed or disregarded altogether.

Second, this conflation impedes the development of proper gender perspectives on important policy

problems. Instead of thinking deeply about the gender dimensions of real-world developments—with

everyone participating in the e�ort—the conflation of “gender” and “women” leads policymakers to

conclude that it is su�icient to get “a women’s perspective” on the issues at hand. This can lead to the

inclusion of a few token women in policy discussions—a process that is universally derided by gender

scholars as “add women and stir.” Although it is important to include women in policy discussions—ideally,

gender inequality is strongly associated with instability and conflict, both within and

between countries [4]
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with 50-50 gender balances—developing a true gender perspective on policy problems requires another

step: The development of more sophisticated, gender-focused, analytical frameworks.

Third, the prevailing male mindset also conflates “women and girls” and “women and children.” This

infantilizes women and treats them as powerless. It reinforces the  that frames women as victims

and in passive, protective terms. It is important, of course, for policy communities to consider the impact of

climate and security problems on women and girls, but it is misguided to frame women in passive,

powerless, protective terms and limit them to this compartment.

Fourth, conflating “gender” and “women” reinforces a binary and non-intersectional understanding of

gender. , and it fails to consider the ways that gender intersects with class,

race, ethnic background, disability and age. Proper gender perspectives are inclusive, comprehensive, and

analytically sophisticated.

Fifth and finally, a focus on “women” conveniently allows male-dominated policy establishments to ignore

the fundamental sources of the gender inequalities that are pervasive in human a�airs: men themselves,

malign masculinities, and the pernicious patriarchies that frame social, economic, and political systems.

Ignoring these core problems allows men to circumvent their own responsibilities. As sociologist Bob Pease

has argued, “  and thus can readily ignore the wider relationship with

men’s domination and power.” With respect to climate issues specifically, Pease has noted, “a focus on

women’s vulnerability in the face of climate change may not challenge men to interrogate their complicity in

environmental degradation.”

Developing sophisticated gender perspectives is also analytically challenging because it means grappling

with complicated, highly contentious issues: Social understandings of masculinity and femininity; the

gendered, patriarchal institutions that structure social, economic, and political interactions; and the

gendered nature of power, which is fundamental to all of the above. As UN Secretary-General Antonio

Guterres has observed, “ . But power will not redistribute itself

equally in a male-dominated world.”

stereotype

It leaves out LGBTQ+ people

Gender is easily equated with women
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These gender dynamics are powerful across issue areas, including climate change and security issues.

 remain overwhelmingly male-dominated, and they frame issues

mostly in masculinist terms.

Pease has noted that “the politics of climate change are shaped . This is so even

as female representation in science is increasing. Thus, the dominant discourse of climate change is that it

is a scientific problem that requires technical and scientific solutions.”  The masculinist nature of the

climate studies community is manifested in preferences for technical and scientific mitigation projects over

projects that focus on vulnerabilities. Similarly, environmental law professor Karen Morrow has concluded

that, although there has been some progress on gender in the climate change community, “

 toward climate change continues to dominate.”

Similar dynamics play out in military organizations and security institutions. Political scientist Ellen Haring

has described national military organizations as “quintessentially masculine constructs that rely on notions

of . They are constructed along a patriarchal

hierarchy with commanders (‘old men’) leading small to large units (‘bands of brothers’) whose mission is to

protect the homeland in the name of ‘national defense’.”  Security issues are usually framed in terms of

national-level threats that require military responses; human security threats and non-military policy

responses are downplayed or ignored altogether. Although security institutions, including defense ministries

and military organizations, have been involved in the implementation of the WPS agenda, 

 in most national security institutions.

In sum, narrow and misguided depictions of gender are pervasive and still entrenched in climate and

security policy circles. This has led to simplistic, misguided assessments of climate and security problems,

including the variable risks and vulnerabilities that groups and individuals face because we are all gendered

people. These flawed analytical frameworks have led, not surprisingly, to flawed policy formulations.

Policymakers who have not developed sophisticated gender perspectives are inevitably incapable of

integrating gender into climate and security policies. This is bad all around: It is bad not just for gender

outcomes, but for climate and security outcomes as well.

Climate change and security institutions

by masculinist discourses
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Siloed Analysis and Policy

Policy experts and policymakers often emphasize the need for whole-of-government and whole-of-society

e�orts to deal with multidimensional policy challenges, such as climate change and security problems.

This is easier said than done. It is inherently di�icult to organize large arrays of semi-autonomous

governmental and societal actors into smooth-running policy machines. Instead, policy expertise and policy

actions are often siloed: Policy problems are studied and addressed by issue-specific groups and agencies

that do not do a good job of coordinating with others. A compartmentalized approach might be adequate

when the problems at hand are small, simple, and self-contained. It is a recipe for failure if policy problems

are large, complex, and interconnected.

Gender issues, climate change problems, and security threats are all highly complex challenges and, as

argued in this paper, they are deeply interconnected. Unfortunately, policy work in each of these areas has

been largely siloed. There have been some e�orts to make connections with the other policy areas and their

corresponding policy communities, but these initiatives have been limited. The gender-security and gender-

climate connections—as well as the triple nexus of gender, climate, and security—need to be developed

more systematically. To date, the gender studies community has taken the lead in studying these

connections and developing policy ideas. The security and climate communities need to recognize that they

have a stake in these connections as well, and they need to become proactive in developing gender-

focused initiatives. (See Table 2.)

Climate-Security Connections

The linkage between climate change and security problems is the one part of the equation that has received

extensive, bidirectional attention, with e�orts coming from both climate change and security policy experts.

There are three main reasons why considerable progress has been made in understanding the connections

between climate change and security problems and in translating these understandings into policy actions.

First, starting in the 1990s, scholars have focused intently on the connections between environmental

pressures, resource scarcities, and climate change, on the on hand, and inter-state security, intra-state

security, armed conflict problems, and human security, on the other. There is now a robust scholarly
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literature on the many connections between environmental and security problems, which has led to the

emergence of a new, important field of environmental security studies.

Second, the security studies and security policy communities have become deeply concerned about the

current and looming e�ects of climate change on arrays of stability and security problems. The many

concerns include: rising sea levels threatening the existence of small island nations along with the world’s

coastal cities and populations; intensifying naval and resource competitions in the Arctic; the impact of

extreme weather and rising temperatures on the viability of human habitats; and the impact of climate-

generated population movements on governmental viability, national security, and regional stability. Security

policy experts and policymakers see climate change as a powerful threat multiplier that will compound the

drivers of social instability, national instability, and violent conflict.

Significantly, this exploration has crossed over from the academic and analytic worlds into policy

communities. For example, the U.S. government released a suite of reports in October 2021 that elevated

climate change as a policy priority in U.S. foreign and security policy.  In December 2021, UN Secretary-

General Guterres emphasized that climate change “has a  and is an aggravating factor for

instability, conflict and terrorism.”

Unfortunately, public confirmation of the climate-security nexus has not been universal. The UN Security

Council has held multiple debates on climate and security since the 2000s, but several major powers have

refused to formally recognize climate-security connections. In December 2021, 

 its first stand-alone resolution on climate change and the maintenance of international peace and

security; Russia and India voted against the resolution, and China abstained.

Third, climate experts recognize that climate change is already having profound e�ects on human security

around the world and that these dangers will intensify in the years ahead. The climate studies and policy

communities also recognize the political value of framing climate issues as security issues. Security threats

usually receive attention from national leaders, and they attract high levels of resource commitments.

Security problems are usually treated as top priorities. If an issue can be “securitized”—framed as a security

threat—it is more likely to be elevated as a policy priority.
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Gender-Climate Connections

The connections between gender issues and climate change have received less attention overall in the

academic and policy worlds. Significantly, almost all of the e�ort that has materialized has come from

gender scholars and women’s rights activists. The male-dominated climate studies community sees climate

change primarily as a scientific, technical, and economic problem. It recognizes the human consequences

of climate change, but it has not focused on the gendered dimensions of climate change developments.

Gender experts recognize that climate change will have profoundly gendered consequences because

human society is profoundly gendered. The starting point for analyzing the impact of climate change on

humanity is understanding that the “pre-change” societal baseline contains a multitude of intersectional

inequalities, with . In many places, women already face

greater environmental risks and dangers, they already face an array of water and food security problems,

and they generally have fewer economic and political resources available to deal with any dangers

generated by environmental developments. Scholars have demonstrated that women are disproportionally

a�ected by climate change due to social, economic, and political inequalities. Specifically, women are “

 associated with climate change than men.” Women are also 

 than men.

Similarly, LGBTQ+ people are also facing disproportionate dangers, often from disadvantaged social,

economic, and political positions. Men will face gendered climate-generated problems as well, especially if

they take personal risks to live up to social expectations that call for them to be providers for their families.

The male-dominated climate studies community sees
climate change primarily as a scientific, technical, and
economic problem.
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Climate-driven instabilities may also make armed conflicts more likely, which will add an additional array of

gendered dangers to the equation.

Gender activists have also pushed for gender-balanced participation and gender provisions in global

climate change deliberations. In 2013, the Conference of the Parties (COP) to the UNFCCC integrated

gender into the conference’s agenda by requiring annual reporting on the  of state

delegations and UNFCCC-constituted bodies. In 2017, the COP23 adopted its first Gender Action Plan.

National governments have also been encouraged to incorporate gender into their climate change

commitments—o�icially known as Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs). This has produced some

positive results: In 2021, gender was mentioned in .

Gender has also been incorporated in international agreements to reduce the risks of disasters. For

example,  mentions women’s heightened

vulnerability in times of disasters and the need for increased participation by women in decision-making

processes.

Although some progress has been made in terms of formal declarations and commitments, the

Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) reported in May 2021 that the linkages

between gender and environmental goals have been “ ” in

policies and that they are “largely missing in the nine environment-related Sustainable Development Goals

(SDGs)” adopted in 2015. The OECD also noted the importance of integrating gender perspectives into the

development of climate change policies, including adaptation and mitigation policies. The development of

gender perspectives is inhibited by a lack of policy interest and gender expertise in many policy

communities, but also by a widespread lack of gender-disaggregated data. Gender-focused policies have to

be carefully designed and assessed, and this depends on the compilation of much better gender-

disaggregated data.

It is clear that climate change will have a wide array of gendered e�ects on human populations in the years

ahead. This is well-understood by gender experts, and it needs to be better understood by climate experts.

The causal arrow also points the other way, but much less attention has been devoted to the impact of

gendered societies on climate change. To understand the impact of gender on the environment, one has to

gender composition

78 percent of NDCs, compared to 40 percent in 2016

the Sendai 2015-2030 Disaster Risk Reduction Framework
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start with the gendered structure of economic systems and modes of production, especially since the

advent of the Industrial Revolution and modern capitalism in the late 1700s. Feminist economists have

suggested that capitalism cannot exist in the absence of other hierarchal structures, including patriarchal

power structures. They have also argued that these 

.

More concretely, scholars have sought to directly link gender to greenhouse gas emissions by examining

gendered work/consumption patterns. Economist Marjorie Gri�in Cohen has shown that, in Canada, the

 in the industrial and manufacturing sector is overwhelming: 76

percent. Similarly, men are responsible for 89 percent of emissions from road vehicles. Cohen has argued

that calculating gendered contributions to climate change helps policymakers in three main ways. First, it

maps who does what. This may help policymakers assign responsibilities for specific problems. Second, it

helps to identify the gendered e�ects of climate policies. This could lead to policies that promote gender

equality, rather than deepening existing gender inequalities. Third and most importantly, a gendered

mapping of greenhouse gas emissions provides a more complete picture of the gendered dimensions of

modern economic systems. This could help to shift economic priorities away from a narrow focus on GDP

and towards areas that are less damaging for the environment and more likely to advance gender equality

and human well-being.

Gender-Security Connections

A good starting point for understanding gender-security connections is focusing on an aspect of human

a�airs that is often taken as an unspoken given: Most national leaders are men, national military

organizations are male-dominated institutions, national security establishments are male-dominated

policymaking systems, almost every decision to go to war has been made by a man, and men are guided by

powerfully-held ideas about masculinity—including beliefs about political hierarchies and status,

responsibilities and risks, domination vs. submission, escalation vs. compromise, and aggression vs.

cooperation. Armed conflict, moreover, is highly gendered: Most of the military personnel who fight and die

in wars are men. Women face gendered dangers as well, including high levels of conflict-related sexual

violence. Feminists also emphasize that gender-based violence—mainly but not exclusively against women

—is widespread in everyday life and that this is very much a security issue.

capitalist, patriarchal dynamics undermine

environmental sustainability

male share of greenhouse gas emissions
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The horrific conflict-related sexual violence in the Balkans, Rwanda, the Democratic Republic of the Congo,

and elsewhere in the 1990s was the impetus for the women-led movement that led to the adoption of ten

UN Security Council resolutions on Women, Peace and Security starting in October 2000. These were

milestones developments that placed gender-security issues on policy agendas at the international and

national levels. One of the keys has been the call for adoption of National Action Plans (NAPs) that integrate

and implement WPS priorities in national security policies. By 2021, 51 percent of UN member-states—98

countries—had developed WPS NAPs. This is policy progress.

In gender-security matters as well, the causal arrow points both ways. As feminist scholar and peace

activist Cynthia Cockburn has argued, “patriarchal gender relations are 

.” Starting in the 1990s, gender scholars began to investigate the relationship between

gender inequalities and the propensity for conflict. It has now been established that gender inequality is

strongly correlated with social and political instability, inter-state and intra-state conflicts, as well as violent

extremism and terrorism.  Gender inequality is more powerfully correlated with instability and conflict

than other, widely-emphasized political and economic factors. Political scientists Valerie Hudson and Hilary

Matfess have shown how social institutions, such as certain marriage practices, can 

 and insecurity at the national level. Political scientist Laura Sjoberg has argued that gender

hierarchies operate not only at the individual level but also at . The

international system is thus characterized by both anarchy and gender hierarchies. Sjoberg posits that

The horrific conflict-related sexual violence in the Balkans,
Rwanda, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and
elsewhere in the 1990s was the impetus for the women-led
movement that led to the adoption of ten UN Security
Council resolutions on Women, Peace and Security starting
in October 2000.
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conflict between states “is a competition where states, as gendered actors in a gendered system, are 

.”

To put it bluntly, if one wants to understand the conditions that are associated with instability, insecurity,

conflict, and war, one simply has to recognize the importance of gender and gender inequalities in the

security realm. Unfortunately, the male-dominated security studies field—along with male-dominated

national security establishments—has been consistently uninterested in gender issues. The irony, of course,

is that men have been central to security decision-making since the dawn of time, these men are highly

gendered in their views and behaviors, but they have not been analyzed in gendered terms by security

scholars. There is a nascent gender and security field in the academic world, but this field of inquiry has

emerged almost entirely out of feminist and gender studies. The traditional security studies field has been

oblivious to gender-security connections.

The Triple Nexus: Gender, Climate Change, and Security

In addition to considering these three dyadic connections—climate-security, gender-climate, and gender-

security—it is important to take the next step and consider how the “triple nexus” of gender issues, climate

change, and security problems are interconnected in a three-way problem set.

A few steps have been taken to explore the gender-climate-security triad. The International Union for the

Conservation of Nature (IUCN) has shown that countries with high scores for gender inequality also have

 and conflict as well as greater climate vulnerabilities. Researchers have

out to

dominate rather than survive

Gender inequality is more powerfully correlated with
instability and conflict than other, widely-emphasized
political and economic factors.
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shown that both .  Researchers

have also made connections between cattle raiding, climate change, and conflict.  Climate change,

armed conflicts, and the population movements that accompany both climate change and conflict increase

the dangers of gender-based violence—for women, in particular.

In sum, scholars have concluded that “ ” and that it

can be “an important intervening factor in the climate-conflict nexus, particularly when climate change

a�ects associated risk factors like droughts, cattle availability, and livelihood insecurity.”

At the United Nations and within the WPS and development communities, policy experts and advocates

have started to acknowledge “ .”  WPS

advocates have pushed to include climate issues in WPS deliberations.  The UN Security Council

formally added climate change to the , bringing these three

issues together—at least on paper.

Unfortunately, policy progress has been uneven. In the 2019 UN Security Council debate on climate and

security,  that spoke at the session recognized gender as an important

factor in climate-security risks. As of 2020, only  then in place included climate

change considerations.

An integrated, three-way approach to gender, climate change, and security is needed. This will enable

scholars and policy experts to better understand the root causes and complex drivers of real-world

problems across these three areas. This, in turn, will provide the analytic foundation that will be needed for

policies that can advance all three priorities: gender equality, sustainable development, and the promotion

of peace and security.

Shady Policy Implementation

Gender has been and still is the missing link in the gender-climate-security equation. Three problems stand

out: Insincere declarations, inadequate resources, and insu�icient data.

climate change and armed conflict lead to increases in child marriages [16]
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the triple nexus of gender, climate change and security [18]
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Talking the Talk

National and international policymakers have made a number of gender commitments over the past two

decades, but gender priorities are poorly integrated into or entirely left out of most security policy and

climate change actions.

Even relatively simple and visible commitments—such as ensuring gender balances in policymaking bodies

and national delegations—have been poorly implemented.  At the COP26 conference in Glasgow in late

2021, women’s representation across the meeting’s sixteen constituted bodies was .

While this was an improvement (compared to 24 percent in 2013), the Glasgow number was still far from

parity. At the 2021 meeting, moreover, only four of the sixteen o�icial bodies achieved gender parity (or were

close to it); .

Although women are underrepresented in o�icial governmental and intergovernmental circles, women—and

particularly young women—are overrepresented in nongovernmental organizations and civil society.

According to , “Those with the power to make decisions about how

much the world warms in the coming decades are mostly old and male. Those who are angriest about the

pace of climate action are mostly young and female.” In this respect, Swedish activist 

reflects the demographics of the global climate movement she has helped to create.

Gender has also been poorly integrated in national climate policies. In its 2021 

, the IUCN noted that while gender is increasingly mentioned in NDCs, a quarter

At the COP26 conference in Glasgow in late 2021, women’s
representation across the meeting’s sixteen constituted
bodies was only 33 percent.
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of NDCs did not consider gender as a factor that should be taken into account—including the NDCs of the

United States, Russia, Japan, South Korea, and Australia.

Similarly, large gender imbalances persist in the security field. Gender gaps are pronounced in 

. Women also remain in the  and defense ministries. In 2020, women

constituted only 23 percent of delegates in peace processes led or co-led by the United Nations. As of

December 2020, only  in UN peace operations were women. Although 51

percent of UN member-states have developed WPS National Action Plans that include commitments to

increasing the participation of women in national security a�airs, many governments treat their NAPs as

political exercises. Many governments have not integrated their WPS NAPs into their national security

policies.

There are similar disparities and problems in politics. In 2020, women served as Heads of State or

Government in only 22 countries. Globally, only , and

less than 23 percent of ministerial posts are occupied by women. Given recent trends, the World Economic

Forum estimates that it will take  in politics. Furthermore, women engaged

in politics around the world face systemic sexism, misogyny, harassment, and violence.

Show Me the Money

Ultimately, the seriousness of policy commitments can be measured by the amount of resources

governments allocate to these commitments. Few countries have introduced gender budgeting—that is, the

allocation of specific resources to gender priorities and initiatives.

many think

tanks minority in most foreign a�airs

5 percent of military troops

Given recent trends, the World Economic Forum estimates
that it will take 145 years to attain gender parity in politics.



26 percent of all members of parliament are women

145 years to attain gender parity
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On the climate front, most NDCs  in climate commitments.  That is,

most countries do not allocate specific resources to the integration of gender perspectives in climate

actions and for the promotion of gender equality. Climate finance—that is, public, private, and philanthropic

funds available for climate change mitigation and adaption plans—is most often .

Similarly, most WPS NAPs do not have . In 2018, 

 had allocated budgets. In 2020, researchers identified an even more disturbing

development: Average budget allocations for WPS NAPs had been on a .

The political commitments that have been made in support of the WPS agenda and gender equality are

encouraging, but they must be backed up by specified, targeted resources. Gender budgeting is needed to

ensure that gender commitments in the security and climate arenas are implemented. Without gender

budgeting, political commitments are likely to remain rhetorical displays.

Data Chasms

A final problem is a worldwide lack of gender-disaggregated data across an array of social, economic,

political, environmental, and security issues. This might appear to be a mundane problem for policy nerds,

but it is fundamentally important.

It is essential for scholars and policy analysts to be able to analyze current problems with precision. This is

the key to developing well-crafted policy options that, in turn, can be assessed with precision. Assessment

is essential if successful policies are to be recognized and supported with additional funding. By the same

token, less successful initiatives have to be identified, modified and, if they cannot be fixed, terminated.

Having high-quality data—accurate, consistent, comprehensive, timely, regular, longitudinal data—is the

foundation of policy development, policy assessment, and policy success.

do not include gender budgeting [23]

gender-blind

specific, designated resources attached to them only 22

percent of NAPs

downward trend since 2014
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The compilation of gender-disaggregated data has been mentioned from time to time in WPS resolutions

and other international declarations, and some progress has been made over the past two decades, but

gender data sets are still far from su�icient. At the beginning of the 2020s, it is striking that some of the

most important gender-related data collection e�orts are still being made by non-governmental research

institutes and organizations, not by governments themselves.  National governments have better access

to their own people and they have far more resources than most nongovernmental organizations, but many

national governments have not made the collection and distribution gender-disaggregated data a priority.

This is a political decision: In most countries, an accurate depiction of gender disparities would reveal ugly

realities.

Conclusions

The obstacles to making the many connections among gender, climate change, and security are both

analytical and political. In analytical terms, all of these issue areas—gender inequalities, climate change

developments, security problems—are multidimensional and complex. Data problems add to the challenge.

Bringing any two of these issues together for an interactive analysis compounds the degree of di�iculty.

Bringing all three together at the same time takes it to yet another level.

The political problem is the silo problem. In the academic world and in policy communities, specialization is

the norm. Scholars and policy experts tend to focus on single sets of issues, and they tend to congregate in

departments and programs focused on specific topics or regions. In the policy world, national and UN

agencies are usually defined in terms of specified policy issues and policy missions. These organizational

At the beginning of the 2020s, it is striking that some of the
most important gender-related data collection efforts are
still being made by non-governmental research institutes
and organizations, not by governments themselves.
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and bureaucratic silos are defined by laws, policies, structures, cultures, traditions and—very importantly—

budgets. In the policy world, organizational siloes are exceptionally large, compartmentalized, rigid, revered,

and defended. As noted above, promoting inter-agency communication and coordination is inherently

di�icult; sustaining it over time it is even harder. Political leaders must make sustained commitments to

these integrative e�orts.

The “triple nexus” problem has been recognized, but more needs to be done. One priority should be

bringing together scholars, policy experts, and policymakers from all of these communities: gender scholars

and WPS activists; climate change experts and policymakers; security scholars and national security

policymakers. Experts and o�icials from the academic and nongovernmental worlds, national governments,

regional organizations, and UN agencies should all be convened. UN agencies such as UN Women, the UN

Development Program, and the UN Environment Program have called for the 

 to strengthen knowledge on the linkages among these three sets of issues. These

initiatives should be supported politically and financially. Ultimately, scholars, policy analysts, and

policymakers have to be much more inclusive and sophisticated in analyzing gender issues, climate change,

and security problems at the same time.

In all of this, it is essential to remember that gender is not just about the vulnerabilities of women, but also

about the proclivities of men. Much more attention needs to be paid to how ideas about masculinity and

male behavior shape gender relations, the environment, and security problems. Gender inequalities, climate

change problems, and violent conflicts are all man-made disasters—literally.
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